PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

Your complimentary
lifeline to all your business
of dentistry questions!

LOCATION, LOCATION,

LOCATION!
Resources to analyze the best location for your new practice,
and how to capitalize on your existing location
by Kathy Edwards, RDH,
Practice Support Consultant,
Burkhart’s Practice Support Team

I

recently had the pleasure of interviewing
David James, the founder of REALscore, Inc.
David, with 30 years’ experience as a CPA,
CFO, and strategic consultant, now works to
provide the demographic analysis necessary
to fully capitalize on your practice’s location
strategy with regards to both short-and long-term
business planning.

>> Your services fill a unique
niche in the dental community.
What services do you provide
to dentists?
REALscore stands for Real Estate Analysis &
Location Score, and we created new technology and
algorithms to be able to provide online, world-class
data, maps, and reports quickly and affordably.

>> How can REALtools help
find new patients to support
practice growth?
An exciting tool we’ve created as part of
REALtools is the ability to use your mouse to
draw any type of shape around any neighborhood
or area on a map. It finds specific neighborhoods
that fit a practice's new patient drive time, and
demographics criteria for focused marketing
campaigns. This is also very useful when
natural or man-made boundaries exist, such as
mountains and interstates.
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>> I saw an example of your
comprehensive demographic
report—it was a robust 36
pages. Are most of your
reports done to that level of
detail?
Absolutely! All of our reports are presentationready and provide as much value as possible.
We provide extensive data while ensuring
demographics are easy to understand. Some
people like to see data in numbers, some in
charts and graphs. We provide both.

1.800.665.5323
practicesupportteam@burkhartdental.com

>> Often times a dentist may
be looking at two different
location potentials. How does
REALscore help them compare?

Call or email us for support for any and all
business of dentistry questions and resources.

All of our reports are designed to help answer the
most important question of all: where do I locate
my practice? We have tools to help them find
underserved areas and markets and narrow
down practice options to specific locations.
We compare demographics, practitioner to
population ratios vs. REALratios (benchmarks
for market saturation), building property factors,
new patient marketing opportunities, existing
patient databases, and much more. >>

We are excited to partner with you
to enhance the success of your practice!
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OWN THE FUTURE™

>> Location, location,
location! I hear you refer
to this information as a
“Customer Profile” and I can
see how effective it would be
for dentists who are planning
to relocate in order for them
to make a purposeful decision
on their new location. Tell
me how this helps existing
dentists who have been in the
same location for years?

This is part of taking a look at their Location
Strategy, which includes evaluating their long-term
practice goals and examining their Office Building
Strategy—lease or buy; move; stay; relocate;
remodel; add a satellite office; etc.—based on the
market. It also means looking at existing patient
dispersion by drive time, impact on marketing
strategy, exit strategy, and much more.

First of all, I strongly recommend that every
practice, regardless of how long they have been in
their location, stop and immediately take a look at
their demographics and competition. More than
likely, while working hard to serve their patients,
their demographics and competition have shifted
and changed under their nose. This can lead to an
unpleasant surprise: when growth slows down,
goals become harder to meet and practice values
are not what were hoped for.

We obtain our demographic data from the leading
demographics provider in the United States:
ESRI. It includes not just current demographic
data but forecasted data five years in the future.
This forecasted data is provided for 83% of the
demographic values (population, income, etc.) in
our reports.

I strongly recommend
that every practice,
regardless of how long
they have been in their
location, stop and
immediately take a look
at their demographics
and competition.

PRACTICE PLANMECA

Panoramic

Open architecture
integrates with
CAD/CAM systems

>> What is the source of the
demographic information?

>> Your website provides a
blog with some great articles
you’ve written. It also has
a newsletter subscription
option. Is this open to anyone
or just REALscore clients?
Absolutely—it is open to anyone! It’s simple: just
subscribe to be notified of new educational and
informative blog posts, and you’re all set.

>> How does a doctor
get started?
The best place to start is by talking to your
Burkhart Account Manager or Equipment
Specialist. They know you and your practice
and will assist you in setting up a meeting with
REALscore to help think through your goals and
Strategic Location Plan. Their local support is
invaluable. In the meantime, we also encourage
doctors to visit www.realscore.com to learn
more about what we do and the reports and
consulting we offer to help them succeed in
serving their community.

CBCT

ø8 x 8 cm
Anatomically Accurate
Extraoral Bitewings

Implant Planning

ProMax® 3D
All-in-one... 2D/3D Imaging Technology
The ProMax 3D is a versatile and dynamic 2D/3D imaging system
that brings new possibilities for diagnostics, treatment planning,
and patient counseling.
• Versatile volume sizes for a single impaction to full dentition,
and beyond (ø4x5 cm - ø8x8 cm)
• Multiple imaging modalities in one machine: Panoramic,
anatomically accurate extraoral bitewings, and CBCT
• Ideal for diagnostics requiring the whole dentition, mandible,
and maxilla in the same volume
• Patented SCARA technology for limitless imaging
options and upgradability
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CAD/CAM

The Practice Support Team at Burkhart
provides business insight and strategies to
Burkhart’s doctors and our branch teams
to help our doctors build stronger practices.
Whether it is a valuable phone call, a webinar,
or a Practice View we have the resources to
support your practice.

• Optional ProFace module for 3D facial photos, plus
optional digital impression and cast model scanning capabilities
• Planmeca Romexis open-architecture software included
• Mac and PC compatible

PLANMECA

For a free in-office
consultation, please call

1-855-245-2908
or visit us on the web at
www.planmecausa.com

